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this paper analyzes how the state-level legalizations and national legalization of 

gay marriage affected the number of children adopted in the united states––both on 

average and in each of the five age groups. to this end, this paper uses a difference 

regression using data from the kids count data center, which details the number of 

children in each of five age groups adopted each year from 2000 to 2017.  this regres-

sive analysis found a 9.1% increase in the number of total adoptions after the 2016 

national legalization of gay marriage. however, the analysis also found that a state’s 

legalization was correlated with an 8% decrease in adoptions in that state, creating 

a complexity in the results that underlines the need for further research. however, 

the difference in effect between state-level and national legalizations may imply 

that the barriers to gay couples adopting in the united states may be more cultural 

than explicitly legal. 

legalizing love
Understanding the Effect of Legalizing Gay -Marriage on 

Adoption Rates in the United States
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INTRODUCTION     
In the United States, around 100,000 domestic children 
are in foster care waiting to be adopted during any given 
year. As such, the United States desperately needs willing 
and able adoptive parents (“Foster Care in the U.S. - 
Number of Children Waiting for Adoption”).

However, the laws governing the adoption process in the 
United States present a myriad of barriers for individuals 
wanting to adopt children, particularly for unmarried 
couples. According to federal statutes, individuals, or 
couples may legally adopt children. However, a child can 
only be adopted by a singular legal entity. Individual people 
and married couples are legally recognized as one entity, 
but domestic partnerships are not. 

If a person in a domestic partnership applies to adopt a 
child as an individual, the adoption agency’s home study 
of this individual’s home must confirm their single status. 
If the potential adoptive parent is discovered to be living 
with a long-time partner, their eligibility may be 
jeopardized (“Do I Have to be Married to Adopt a Child?”).

Furthermore, many adoptions in the United States are 
brokered by private adoption agencies, with little regulation 
on what kind of requirements they can set for their 
adoptions. Despite federal laws not explicitly requiring 
marriage, the agency American Adoptions requires 
couples to have been married two years or more, and many 
other agencies require couples to have been married even 
longer (American Adoptions, Inc.). 

With this background information in mind, this brief 
examines adoption data from 2000 to 2017 in order to 
assess how the legalization of same-sex marriage—on a 
state and national level—increased adoption rates in the 
United States. The first section of this brief will describe 
the empirical strategy used to explore the correlation 
between same-sex marriage legalization and adoption 
rates, while the discussion section will analyze the findings 
and their significance. Finally, the concluding section will 
suggest an explanation for these findings and highlight 
the weaknesses of this analysis. 

EMPIRICAL STRATEGY     
This paper utilizes adoption data from the Kids Count 
Data Center, sponsored by the Annie E. Casey Foundation. 
This data set, which has 540 observations, reveals the 
number of children that were adopted in each state and 

nationally from 2000 to 2017. Unfortunately, this data set 
only provides raw numbers on how many children were 
adopted each year––not the percentage of children of those 
awaiting adoption that were taken in by a new family. This 
nuance limits the results of the regression for reasons 
discussed later in the paper.

The data also indicate what age group the adopted children 
fell into, starting with those under one year old. Naturally, 
the pool of children that were adopted each year were all 
unique, but by national averages, the age breakdown is as 
shown in Table 1.

For this analysis, the raw numbers of adopted children 
were converted into a logarithmic dependent variable in 
order to analyze how gay marriage changed adoption rates 
in the form of a percent change.

The regression model for this paper also utilized variables 
that were generated by hand to indicate same-sex marriage 
legalization based on the year that each state had legalized 
it. Observations that were taken from a state before that 
state’s legalization of gay marriage were labeled with a “O”, 
and observations from after a state’s legalization were 
labeled with a “1”. Another variable was also generated by 
hand to indicate national legalization, which labeled all 
observations from after 2015 with a “1” to show that gay 
marriage had been legalized nationally at the time of the 
adoptions in question. Table 2 displays the year of 
legalization for each state.

table 1: average percent of childen adopted in the 
united states each year by age group from 2000 to 
2017.
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Thus, for this analysis, the log of the adoption numbers 
was regressed upon a binary variable indicating state 
legalization of gay marriage, a binary variable indicating 
national legalization, and a binary variable indicating early 
legalization. The model also controlled for state and year. 
This regression was performed separately for every age 
group, as well as for the aggregate adoption data.  This 
model is intended to control for any differences in adoption 
numbers that may arise from demographic differences 
between individual states, such as population. It is also 
intended to control for the passing of time to try to isolate 
the effect of the policy change. 

RESULTS     
Performing a regression analysis on these data yields 
several interesting conclusions. The most interesting 
finding is that the national legalization of same-sex 
marriage increased aggregate adoption rates by about 
9.1% (Coefficient = 0.0907). This finding is statistically 
significant at the 10% level. This coefficient indicates that 
when gay marriage was legalized, even states that had 
already legalized gay marriage experienced a statistically 
significant increase in adoptions. 

Interestingly, the coefficient on “StateLegal” was -0.0793, 
implying that a state’s legalization of gay marriage 
decreased aggregate adoption rates in that state by about 
8%. This is also statistically significant at the 10% level, 
but it is certainly an unexpected correlation. It is hard to 
say why this decrease occurred or if it is even causal.  One 

potential explanation for this 
counterintuitive result is that the 
“StateLegal” variable may not be 
well specified, therefore violating 
the first assumption of time series 
regressions. However, given the 
high adjusted R-squared values 
discussed later in this paper––
which indicate that the model fits 
the data very well––it seems likely 
that there is some other cause. 
Alternatively, there could be 
correlation between the 
independent variables and the 
errors, which would violate the 
fourth assumption of time series 
regressions.

Nevertheless, the coefficients on the 
“NationwideLegal” and “StateLegal” 
variables for each age group are 

displayed in Table 3. The statistically significant negative 
coefficients on “StateLegal” versus the statistically 
significant positive coefficients on “NationwideLegal” 
could be interpreted to indicate that states’ legalizations of 
gay marriage had less of a positive impact on adoption 
rates than the national legalization. One possible 
explanation for this disparity could be the social stigma 
against homosexual couples as parents. It is possible that 
if a person is against gay marriage, their state governor or 

table 2: year same-sex marriage became legal in each state (alphabetical) 
source: georgetown law library

table 3: coefficients on “nationwidelegal” and 
“statelegal” for every age group
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state supreme court legalizing gay marriage would not be 
enough to make them reevaluate their homophobic views. 
However, the federal Supreme Court’s decision may have 
been more influential. It was heavily publicized, therefore 
placing the rights of same-sex couples in the political 
spotlight in an unprecedented way. Giving the LGBT 
community the visibility that they had systematically been 
denied may have hindered their critics’ practice of 
sweeping them under the rug as sociological or biological 
anomalies. Moreover, the positive, inclusive slogans like 
“Love is love” could have helped to humanize the LGBT 
community to its critics. 

Ultimately, by whatever avenue, the 2015 Supreme Court 
decision forced Americans to recognize and respect same-
sex couples more than ever before, and it is possible that 
this shift in social attitudes towards gay couples may have 
led more adoption agencies to accept gay couples as 
adoptive parents. This would create the uptick in adoption 
rates after the national legalization that was not seen after 
state-level legalizations. Graph 1 provides evidence to 
support this explanation, illustrating the average number 
of children adopted in the United States over time. 

Since 2015, 2016, and 2017 all saw increasing levels of 

adoptions, this graph hints that the social normalization 
prompted by the legalization of gay marriage may have 
sparked an upward trend in adoption rates that may not yet 
be over. Unfortunately, adoption data have a lag in 
availability, so numbers for recent years are unknown. 
However, assuming recent data follow the same pattern, 
one possible explanation for this upward trend is that the 
adoption-related effects of legalizing gay marriage may not 
have taken full effect yet. 

This inference is supported by the fact that the 2015 court 
decision did not instantly legalize adoption by gay couples 
in all states. Some states recognized gay couples’ right to 
adopt in 2015, but some states didn’t recognize that right 
until they were mandated to by a 2017 Supreme Court 
ruling (“V.L. v. E.L.”).

That was not the end of the story, however, as even today 
not all adoption agencies recognize homosexual married 
couples’ eligibility to adopt. As of January 2022, eleven 
states have legislation explicitly establishing a legal right 
for religiously affiliated adoption agencies to discriminate 
against homosexual couples (“Foster and Adoption Laws,” 
2022). These circumstances illustrate that the extent of 
homosexual couples’ eligibility to adopt in the United 

graph 1: number of kids adopted in the us over time from 2000 to 2017
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States has been expanding––and likely will continue to.

Thus, while the legalization of gay marriage made 
adoption for gay couples considerably easier overall, 
there were certainly still more barriers in some states at 
that time. Over time, as more and more of these statutes 
break down, an upward trend in adoption rates like the 
one illustrated in Graph 1 may become even more 
concretely apparent. However, this explanation is just a 
conjecture. This data trend is too recent for this analysis 
to convincingly suggest a causal relationship.

However, while many of the findings from the regression 
potentially tie into this greater, significant social trend, 
not all of the conclusions carry a practical significance. 
The analysis found that the coefficient on “EarlyLegalize’’ 
was -.4816 for aggregate adoption data. The coefficient 
was similarly negative across all age groups, indicating 
that states that legalized gay marriage earlier had lower 
adoption rates. This coefficient was statistically 
significant from zero at the 1% level.

Despite this statistical significance, this finding may not 
have any causal significance, as it could be due to other 
factors. The group of states that legalized gay marriage 
early could be smaller states overall, thus having fewer 
kids up for adoption. Alternatively, these could be states 
where adoption is less common on the whole. This 
variable simply compares one group of states to the 
other, and thus does not actually illuminate the effects of 
early legalization of gay marriage. In order to make this 
coefficient more accurate, subsequent regressions 
should attempt to control for these variables. 

Nevertheless, despite the unfortunate omission of some 
important control variables, overall, the model used in 
the regression fits the data well. The regression on the 
aggregate adoption rates had an R-squared value of .945 
and an adjusted R-squared of .941. The five age groups 
had an average R-squared of .862 and an average adjusted 

R-squared of .853. The individual values are displayed in 
Table 4.

As illustrated in Table 4, the only regressions with adjusted 
R-squared values less than .90 are those for the under one 
and 16-20 age groups. These might be outliers simply 
because there are fewer children adopted in these age 
groups overall. This amplifies the effect of any changes or 
any exceptional adoption years, making it harder for any 
regression to fit the data well.  

These relatively small adoption numbers likely also explain 
the disparities in the standard error values. The standard 
errors for all of the coefficients in every regression are 
under. 1 except for those for the regression for the same 
two outlier age groups. These low standard errors indicate 
that this model fits the data relatively well. The regressions 
on children under one and above sixteen had slightly 
higher standard errors likely due to the same reasons as 
the lower R-squared values. 

Overall though, the high adjusted R-squared values 
indicate that the independent variables included in this 
regression—state, year, and the coefficients relating to 
same-sex marriage legalization—explain the variation in 
adoption rates well.

CONCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS    
Overall, this data analysis provides some evidence 
supporting the hypothesis that the legalization of same-sex 
marriage increased adoption rates. However, the results 
from this analysis hint that this increase may not yet be 
fully realized. 

The fact that state legalization of same-sex marriage did 
not significantly increase adoption rates implies that the 
barriers to same-sex adoption extend beyond the legal ones 
discussed in the introduction of this paper. In fact, this 
result implies that the biggest barriers to same-sex 
adoption may be rooted in social stigma.

This explanation is supported by the fact that national 
legalization increased adoption rates. It is possible that 
national legalization shifted public opinion significantly—
considerably more than any one state’s legalization did —
thus increasing adoption rates.  This conclusion is further 
strengthened by the upward trend in adoption rates since 
2015.  As Americans become more and more comfortable 
with same-sex couples, more and more adoption agencies 

table 4: r-squared and adjusted r-squared values 
for each regression (by age group)
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are allowing gay adoptive parents, thus allowing 
homosexual couples to fill the United States’ need for 
adoptive parents.

However, this is simply one possible explanation. These 
results may have been produced by a coalescence of other 
factors. Overall, the only thing this analysis concretely 
indicates is that more investigation into this topic is 
needed.

There are also a few weaknesses to this analysis that must 
be pointed out. Firstly, in order to perform this regression 
with yearly adoption data, the dates on which gay marriage 
was legalized in each state had to be rounded to the nearest 
full year. Unfortunately, this may have blurred the results, 
given that many legalizations—such as the national 
legalization in June of 2015—happened mid-year. If the 
adoption data were categorized by month, this analysis 
would have yielded more reliable conclusions. 

Additionally, since the data are so recent, it is difficult to 
determine whether the upward trend in adoptions since 
circa 2015 is significant, or if it is just a spike––like the 
increase in adoptions in 2008 and 2009. Only time and 
further investigation will tell if this more recent increase 
constitutes a trend or not. 

Furthermore, as referenced in the introduction, the format 
of the data is somewhat limiting. The data are presented in 
the number of children adopted per year, rather than a 
percentage of children adopted out of the pool of adoptable 
children. Because the number of children up for adoption 
varies year to year, in an ideal world this regression should 
be performed with data on yearly adoption rates. These 
rates should remain relatively constant over time barring 
any significant social, political, or economic change. 

Overall, while the results from this analysis are not 
conclusive, they certainly highlight the need for more 
investigative research into how the growing American 
acceptance of gay marriage may affect adoption rates in 
the United States. Ultimately, further research could 
highlight an additional, hidden benefit in eroding our 
nation’s heteronormative cultural standards. Through 
taking a stand for sexual equality, we may have the power 
to increase the number of children who are able to grow up 
with a permanent sense of belonging in generous, loving 
families. 

“Through taking a stand 
for sexual equality, we may 
have the power to increase 

the number of children 
who are able to grow up 

with a permanent sense of 
belonging within generous, 

loving families.”
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